
PERCHED LIKE AN EAGLE’S NEST ON THE SLOPES OF CARRIGOONA MOUNTAIN, THIS SLEEK,
CONTEMPORARY BUNGALOW CONVERSION DELIVERS EVERYTHING THE ARCHITECT PROMISED
AND MORE. WORDS BY KATE ALLEN. PHOTOGRAPHY BY KEVIN MCFEELY
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When the owners of a picturesquely positioned Wicklow
home decided to extend, they little realised just how far
the extension would take them. The transformation is
striking. Two years on and the sleek contemporary cubes
of the house hint at precision combined with a palette
of beautifully blended natural materials – glass and
stone and wood. Nothing would suggest that this
exciting, architecturally edgy home was formerly a
dormer bungalow.

Back in July 2003, the owners Michael and Teresa fell in
love with the site and moved into the house that then
occupied the space. With four children and only two
bedrooms upstairs, they decided to extend. Once they
met architect Shane Aherne in 2008, the project

THE SLEEK CONTEMPORARY
CUBES OF THE HOUSE HINT
AT PRECISION COMBINED
WITH A PALETTE OF
BEAUTIFULLY BLENDED
NATURAL MATERIALS – GLASS
AND STONE AND WOOD.
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snowballed. “Shane loved the site and its potential,”
explains Teresa. “When we saw the plans, we thought
‘wow’ – they were fantastic and included a lot more
than we’d asked for.” Deciding to go with the bold
vision of the conversion in its entirety, the couple and
their four children moved into nearby rented
accommodation for 18 months, returning to their
converted home in August 2009. 

The main volume of the house is clad in deep
golden-brown Iroko timber, often used as a substitute
for teak. “Iroko is recommended as one of the most
durable hardwoods,” advises Shane. “The joinery of the
doors and windows has been completed in Iroko as
well, so the frames and cladding will weather

together.” There are also sections of internal flooring in
Iroko, providing a flow from the external to internal
spaces. All these areas will weather together and yet
differently, creating a wonderfully textured look.

The single storey side extension is completely clad in a
natural stone panel, which offers significant saving
compared with natural stone, advises Shane. The third
cube, a section of the former structure, is finished in
render painted white. In the living room, the house was
extended two metres outwards and completely glazed
at the lower level. “In the former bungalow, bay
windows broke the view,” says Shane. “It’s now
opened up to a completely panoramic view.”

The large new cantilevered side extension contains
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FROM THE IMPRESSIVE
ENTRANCE HALL, A
CORRIDOR PIERCES THE
LENGTH OF THE
HOUSE, TAKING YOUR
GAZE TO THE VIEW
FRAMED AT THE END 
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the study and the small landscaped courtyard, which
links Michael’s study to the kitchen. “The study is one of
my favourite rooms,” Shane says. The rough marble tile
on the walls moves seamlessly from the study into the
courtyard, so that when the large sliding door is open, it
feels like one contiguous space. Michael spotted this
stone cladding on the walls of the Sheraton Hotel in
Porto and shipped it in for his study.  Horticulturist Brian
Wood of the Murphy and Wood garden centre
provided lots of advice on the planting for the water
feature in the courtyard. “Courtyard gardens are his
speciality,” explains Teresa, who adds that the lighting
in the courtyard makes for enchanting night dining as
the lights and water glisten and gurgle and can be

enjoyed from the kitchen dining area.
“I love it – it’s got everything that I want,” says Teresa.

“In the old layout, I was away in the kitchen in a corner
of the house on my own with the family on the other
side of the house. The redesign links the kitchen and
informal living area. I no longer feel isolated in the
kitchen,” she smiles.

Previously you entered via an enclosed little hallway.
Now you come through the Iroko-clad porch into a
large, fully glazed reception area, with panelling that
cleverly conceals a WC and storage areas. From the
impressive entrance hall, a corridor pierces the length
of the house, taking your gaze all the way through the
building to the view framed at the end. As you walk
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THE GAGGENAU
INDUCTION STOVE
HAS A RETRACTABLE
EXTRACTOR WHICH
RISES FROM THE
COUNTERTOP AT THE
TOUCH OF A BUTTON
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through the vaulting triple height space, you’re
surprised by a set of doors on your right that lead into
the elegant formal living room, where a set of black
leather sofas allow guests to congregate round the
fireplace or sit back and enjoy views out of a wide
expanse of glass. You’re surprised again when a dining
area appears further along on your right, with glazed
walls overlooking the waterfall feature in the
foreground with the slopes of Sugar Loaf rising beyond.
The dining table is a striking mix of black-stained oak
veneer and white lacquered brushed steel. It can seat
eight in Calligaris icon chairs upholstered in soft Italian
white leather on chrome frames. 

At the centre of the house is a spectacular triple-

height space that sets off the stunning staircase from
Italy, with Iroko wood steps and glass banisters. “We
love the space, the flow, the light and heat,” says
Teresa. They also love the fact that there are no
radiators. The underfloor heating utilises a sophisticated
heat-transfer system and the ambient temperature is
naturally warm, rather than dry and artificial. 

Previously there was an unused basement area. “We
cut a slab out in the floor to create a triple height
space and staircase in the main circulation zone,” says
Shane. “The basement now houses a wine cellar and
home cinema.”

The Siematic kitchen complements the
contemporary minimalism of the house without being
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THE DINING TABLE IS A
STRIKING MIX OF BLACK-
STAINED OAK VENEER
AND WHITE LACQUERED
BRUSHED STEEL
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cold or intimidating. Cream, handle-free cabinets
combine with deep wine-coloured countertops in a
slate texture to create an elegant, embracing space.
The kitchen is one of Teresa’s favourite spaces. “I love
the induction cooker and we have a lot more storage
space, with a separate, walk-in pantry.” It’s one of the
busiest spaces, the heart of this home. The Gaggenau
induction stove has a retractable extractor which rises
from the countertop at the touch of a button. Cool.
And equally cool is the brushed stainless steel
Gaggenau fridge, freezer and wine cooler combo. A
Miele suite of coffee maker, warming tray (now
invaluable, says Teresa) and two ovens graces one wall
of the kitchen. Most of the appliances were sourced

directly from Germany.
Another favourite space is the master bedroom,

which by contrast, is blissfully tranquil and quiet. “I love
lying in on a Sunday morning and watching people
walking up the Sugar Loaf,” Teresa confesses. The
terrace beckons invitingly as the ideal place to enjoy
coffee and croissants. The master bedroom’s en-suite
bathroom is dominated by the free-standing Aveo
bathtub from Villeroy & Boch, with matching ceramic
basins. There is a huge skylight above the bath so you
can lie back gazing at the sky and the stars, while the
smart glass panel between the bathroom and
bedroom allows you to change it from clear to frosted
at the click of a switch. The copper tiling in the
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IN THE ELEGANT FORMAL
LIVING ROOM, BLACK
LEATHER SOFAS ALLOW
GUESTS TO CONGREGATE
AROUND THE FIREPLACE
OR SIT BACK AND ENJOY
VIEWS OUT OF A WIDE
EXPANSE OF GLASS
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THERE IS A HUGE SKYLIGHT
ABOVE THE BATH SO YOU
CAN LIE BACK GAZING AT
THE SKY AND THE STARS,
WHILE THE SMART GLASS
PANEL BETWEEN THE
BATHROOM AND BEDROOM
ALLOWS YOU TO CHANGE IT
FROM CLEAR TO FROSTED
AT THE CLICK OF A SWITCH. 

bathroom wraps along the floor and up the adjacent
walls, creating a tunnel view towards the Sugar Loaf
through the glass panel. 

As well as the master bedroom, there are four other
bedrooms, the two largest at either end of the upstairs
wing, with two smaller bedrooms in between. All the
children (ranging from 18 to 8) have their own en-suite
bathrooms with rainhead showers and colourful tiles. 

This house is testament to the dream team of a
visionary, passionate architect and equally passionate,
hands-on clients. This stunning home offers an ever-
changing relationship with the landscape around it.
And more importantly, it is working wonderfully well as a
family home that delivers superb flexibility and comfort. 
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before conversion
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T h e  a r c h i t e c t ’ s  a n g l e  

Shane Aherne, director of Sada Architecture, describes 
the steps involved in the bungalow conversion:

“The initial brief was to consider a side extension to provide
additional living space but also more challengingly to increase
the existing bedroom sizes. Upon our initial site visit we were
particularly impressed by the stunning panoramic scenery, but
were left frustrated by the existing building’s lack of response
to its immediate context, yet we believed we could rectify this
by re-sculpting the existing building, something that the clients
encouraged us to explore. 

One of our primary objectives was to ‘open up’ the house to
its surrounding views and context which we achieved through
the use of large frameless glazing, but being careful to do so in a
way that each view frames a different snapshot of scenery. 

Another concern was that although the existing house was a
large home, it was broken into a number of small dark rooms
and failed to create the sense of space a house of its size
should. We tackled this by re-modelling the internal layout to
maximize the sense of space and light, which is particularly
evident in the hallway which now pierces through the entire
length of the house cutting through a triple height stairwell and
ending with a full height window framing a panoramic view
beyond.  

In order to increase the bedroom sizes we decided to
cantilever the first floor beyond the existing gable end and
distribute the additional space evenly into first floor bedrooms,
creating rooms that incorporated study spaces, built in
wardrobes and en-suites. We believe one of the most successful
alterations was to cut a large void in the existing stairwell floor
allowing us to incorporate direct access to the previously
unused basement area and in turn creating a stunning triple
height space. 

The success in rejuvenating this home was a fantastic working
relationship with imaginative and passionate clients. It is our
philosophy that all homes should be, and more importantly can
be, individually designed to suit a family’s needs and aspirations
and we pride ourselves on providing creative design solutions
that will revive a home and create a superior quality living
environment.”❊
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